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ABSTRACT 
This paper investigates by an energetic approach possible 

new configurations of aircrafts, which can rival in low speed 

operations against helicopters. It starts from an effective energy 

balance of helicopters during fundamental operations: takeoff, 

horizontal flight, hovering, and landing. The energy state of a 

helicopter can be written as:  

E = ½ mV
2
 + mgh + ½ I ω

2
 (1)  

where m is mass of helicopter, I is total rotor inertia, ω is rotor 

rotational speed. By taking the partial derivative with respect to 

time of equation 1, the power is expressed as  

dE/dt = ΔP = mV dV/dt + mg dh/dt (2)  

By optimizing the energy balance of the helicopter a new 

aircraft configuration has been obtained that allow a very high 

lift even at very low speed, but drastically reducing the energy 

consumption during horizontal flight. The total power required 

is obtained by rotor power and overall efficiency factor (η) and 

HPreq total = η HP req rotor  

By equations (1) and (2) it has been produced a preliminary 

optimization in different operative conditions considering a 

speed range from 0.5 (hovering conditions) to 50 m/s. By an 

accurate balance of the results, it has been identified that the 

most disadvantageous situation for a helicopter is forward 

flight. A new powered wing architecture has been specifically 

studied for replicating the behaviour of helicopters. Preliminary 

it has been defined by starting from the energy equations the 

main characteristics of the propelled wing. From those 

numerical results it has been defined a new configuration of 

propelled wing and the new aircraft configuration which allow 

adequate performance against helicopter. Those wings take a 

large advantage of two not common features: symmetry with 

respect to a vertical axis and possibility of optimizing the shape 

for specific missions.  

It has been designed and optimized in different 

configurations by CFD. In particular, an accurate analysis of 

fluiddynamic of the system allows quantifying the different 

effects that allows realizing an extraordinary ratio between lift 

and thrust producing an effective vehicle that can rival against 

helicopter also at very low speeds with a morphing 

configuration that will be presented in the final paper because 

of patenting reasons. Results show that the proposed innovative 

aircraft configuration allows hovering and very low speed 

flight. In particular, the conditions and the design for this kind 

of operation are presented even if still in initial design stage. 

The presented aircraft architecture can also allow inverting the 

direction of motion just by inverting the direction of the thrust. 

In this case, it will allow overcoming completely the 

performances of helicopters. The energetic balance of flight has 

been evaluated and the advantages with respect to helicopters 

have been finally expressed with surprising results. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Dimensionless coefficients 
CD Drag Coefficient (-) 

CL Lift Coefficient (-) 

ΔM amount by which advancing blade tip Mach 

 number exceeds drag divergent Mach number, 

tc thrust coefficient, 

tcdiv thrust coefficient at which stall power occurs 

Physical magnitudes 
δ Distance between vertical thrust and centre of 

 gravity (m) 

ε distance between the point of application 

 aerodynamic lift and centre of gravity (m) 

φ Pitch angle (rad) 

κ constant coefficient of thrust 

μ advance radius  

Ω Angular velocity of helicopter propeller (rad/s) 

ρ Density (kg/m
3
) 
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A Area (m
2
) 

D Drag force (N) 

E Energy (J) 

Ex Exergy (J) 

I Moment of Inertia (kg m
2
) 

Ip moment of inertia of main propeller (kg m
2
) 

Ir moment of inertia of rear rotor (kg m
2
) 

L Lift Force (N) 

P Power (W) 

R Rotor Radius (m) 

T Thrust (N) 

V Air speed (m/s) 

a Acceleration (m/s
2
) 

b Number of blades (-) 

c blade chord (m) 

f  equivalent flat-plate drag area (m
2
) 

g Gravity (9.81 m/s) 

h Height (m) 

m mass (kg). 

t Time (s) 

v Velocity (m/s) 

vi induced velocity (m/s) 

EMIPS Exergetic Material Input per Unit of Service (J) 

Pedices 
D drag (related to energy and power) 

K kinetic (related to energy and power) 

R rotor (related to energy and power) 

T Thrust (related to energy and power) 

req required 

rot rotor 

x horizontal 

y vertical 

 

INTRODUCTION 
With the development of aviation technology, helicopter 

has coupled effective performances and flexibility [1-3] with 

lower energy efficiency than any other vehicle [4].  

 
Figure 1. Forces on a helicopter in different flight 

conditions. 

This paper takes the moves from the optimization of the 

energy balance of a helicopter in flight and by optimizing this 

model arrives to the definition of a new vehicle concept, which 

can do anything that a helicopter can do with mayor energetic 

benefits. The forces applied on a helicopter changes in different 

flight conditions [5] and they are presented in Figure 1. 

Possible competitors are tilt rotor aircrafts, such as Boeing 

Osprey, which allow to couple some of the features of 

helicopter and some of the features of aircraft. Other potential 

competitors are still very young in terms of Technology 

Readiness Level. They are cyclorotors and propulsive wings. 

Energy balance 
It is possible to produce an effective definition of a realistic 

even if simplified energy model that allow weighting the energy 

needs for different operations, which are necessary for power 

dimensioning of different flight conditions. According to Wood 

[1] and Zuang [6] the energy model of a helicopter during flight 

is given by equation (1): 

22

2

1

2

1
Ω++= ImghmVE

 (2) 

where I is total rotor inertia and Ω is rotational speed.  

Dewulf and Van Langenhove [7] has defined EMIPS  

(acronym of Exergetic Material Input per Unit of Service) 

analysis, They evaluate transport modes, and vehicles in terms 

of exergetic material input pro unit of service (EMIPS): 

EMIPS/ ==
service

resources

Ex

Ex
SR  (3) 

This method allows producing an effective assessment of 

the sustainability of transport modes in terms of resource 

productivity, based on the concept of material input per unit of 

service (MIPS). The amount of resources extracted from the 

ecosystem to provide the transport service has quantified 

defining an inventory of all exergetic resources in the whole life 

cycle. The method allows evaluating cumulative exergy 

consumption also introducing an effective differentiation 

between non-renewable and renewable resource inputs 

according to Gong and Wall [8]. Trancossi [9-10] has modified 

the model by introducing an effective distinction of the energy 

needs for moving the vehicle and moving the payload. He does 

not consider the vehicle as a necessity, but he seeks by this 

approach to identify how the vehicle can be improved minimize 

its energy consumption.  

Tilt rotors 
Tiltrotors are aircrafts, which can tilt their propellers 

allowing them to operate with vertical (helicopter mode) or 

horizontal axis (airplane mode). Current tilt rotors are used in 

military field, even if some civil vehicles are going to be 

delivered on the market. They present large problems of 

instability at low speed and other operative limits [11]. The 

cross-link drive shaft often presents excessive vibration while 

wing flexing often damaged the shaft and high disc loading can 

generate excessive downwash.  
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Figure 2. Tiltrotor aircraft configurations during flight 

 

Many tilt rotors presents instability problems when wing 

angle is between 35° and 80°. In the case of V-22 Osprey, 

another problem is related to very high disc loading. This has 

contributed to V-22 maintenance problems since vertical 

landings at unimproved sites produce massive dust clouds that 

are ingested into its engines [12]. This is why V-22s rarely stray 

from hard surface runways, and prefer rolling take-offs to 

outrun any dust. This problem forced to introduce precise limits 

in operations.  

Cyclorotors 
Cyclorotors present large advantages expecially for ground 

effect vehicles. They resemble the Voith-Schneider propeller 

[13, 14] for marine use in the aeronautic field (Fig. 1). 

Cyclorotor is a mobile wing system constituted by rectangular 

planform shaped wings, which are disposed on a cylinder and 

rotate around the axis of the cylinder. Wings can perform 

controlled oscillations around along an axis that intersects the 

mean chamber line and is parallel to the blade span (Fig. 2). 

The pitching schedule of the blades is controlled by a 

mechanical system that should be able to change the direction 

and magnitude of the rotor resultant thrust vector. This technical 

solution allows a substantial increase in the aircraft control 

(Fig.3) [15, 16].  It produces several advantages in comparison 

with any VTOL rotary or fixed wing air vehicle. It uses 

common wing surfaces to achieve lift and thrust along the full 

range of flight speeds. It could reduce the drag by wings at high 

advance speed. It creates lift, and thrust, when the blades move 

backward in relation to the vehicle’s direction of flight.  

 
Figure 3.  3D representation of a cyclorotor with six 

NACA0012 blades and a max pitch angle of 40 degree. 

 
Figure 4. Configuration for the pitch control 

mechanism [6]. 
In addition, it allows using the intermittent, but very high, 

lift value generated by the unsteady pitching of the blades. 

Further, each blade of the cyclorotor operates at similar 

conditions (angle of attack, velocity, Reynolds number) so the 

blades can be easily optimized in terms of aerodynamic 

performance.   

The pitching schedule of the blades generates an unsteady 

flow. It could play a significant role in the aerodynamic 

efficiency of cyclorotors propulsion. It can delay blade stall, 

thus increasing the amount of lift that can be produced by each 

blade. Moreover, the rotational speed and pitching schedule of 

the cyclorotor does not need to increase with vehicle speed, 

since the achievable thrust increases with forward airspeed for a 

constant rotor angular velocity.  

The possibilities disclosed by cyclorotors seem allowing 

novel VTOL aircraft architectures. If the design attention is 

focused on performance, it allows definition of novel air vehicle 

concepts, which can reach high subsonic speeds and higher 

energy efficiency than helicopters [17]. Despite their recent 

improvements, cyclorotors present actual limits in term of 

affordability at high rotation speed and of induced vibration, 

which is due to both aerodynamic forces and change in inertia 

moment.   
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Figure 5. Magnus effect enhancer or propulsion 

(1941) 

 
Figure 6. Forke Wulf VTOL Project (1944) 

Propelled wings 
Another competitor of helicopter is propelled wing 

architecture. Propelled wings have been designed with multiple 

concepts that can couple also with diffused propulsion concepts.  

 
Figure 7. Henri Coanda multistage propulsion and jet 

wing discharge concept 

 
Figure 8. Jet wing discharge propulsion system 

(1949) 

 
Figure 9. Propulsive wing system (2006) 

 

An interesting concept seems to be Magnus Effect enhancer 

[18], which introduces the possibility of inserting a pass through 

propeller into a wing (Figure 5). Another important idea seems 

the Wulf VTOL Project [19] that introduces helicopter 

propulsion by a turbofan engine and couples counter-rotating 

helicopter propulsion with an effective mobile deflector system 

and jet propulsion into the architecture of a flying wing aircraft 

(Figure 6). 

Some concepts couple jet propulsion with wings. One is the 

concept of jet wing discharge [20, 21] that distributes the jet 

exhausts by channels inside the wings and coupled with mobile 

flaps that allows orienting the jet (Figure 7 and 8). Wing-

mounted jet-propulsion system with controllable discharge 

outlet [22] develops a similar concept, by introducing multiple 

jets inside a wing.  
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Figure 10. FanWing arrangements (2006) 

 

More recently the concepts based on pass-through fans are 

acquiring an increased interest, because they are capable of 

generating a significant over lift. For example, The Propulsive 

Wing [23] has been initially developed at Syracuse University. 

It replaces the aircraft fuselage conventional fuselage with an 

extremely thick wing with partially embedded, distributed 

cross-flow fans for both thrust and flow control. This 

configuration maintains smooth airflow, increasing lift, 

decreasing drag, and preventing stall. It also ensures an 

extremely short ground roll. The cross-flow fan propulsive wing 

is essentially a modular technology, which can be integrated 

into a wide array of aircraft, in both size and mission 

specifications. It seems scalable and easily reconfigurable to 

meet changing requirements. Cross-flow fans, partially 

embedded within the airfoil section, draw the flow in from the 

suction surface and exhaust the flow out at the trailing edge. 

The fans can be powered by any motor or engine.  

The propulsive airfoil has the ability to draw in substantial 

amounts of air and maintain attached flow regardless of angle of 

attack, allowing operation at angles of attack over 45 degrees 

and lift coefficients of more than 10 at take-off and landing. The 

other competitor is Fanwing [24], which couples cross flow fan 

with a simpler wing design with respect to Propulsive Wing but 

with a similar propulsion concept. It allows to flight at very low 

speed and very high angle of attach.  

Crossflow fan architectures present innovative 

performances in terms of shortening take off and landing spaces 

but does not allow to perform VTOL operations and hovering. 

Another system, which allow an effective STOL operations and 

allows and effective increase of the performance on different 

aircraft architectures is the more recent ACHEON (Aerial 

Coanda High Efficiency Orienting-Jet Nozzle) system [24] 

(Figure 12).  

 
Figure 11. ACHEON Nozzle 

 

ACHEON project [25, 26] has demonstrated the possibility 

of deviating a propulsive synthetic jet, which is generated by 

two impinging streams, by mean of Coanda effect [27-30]. In 

particular, it has verified that the deflection angle of the jet (and 

of the thrust) is a function of both momentums (and speeds) of 

the two primitive streams and the geometric configuration of the 

nozzle. The core of the ACHEON thrust and vector propulsion 

is a nozzle with a duct eventually bipartite into two internal 

channels, which converge in a single outlet with two facing 

Coanda surfaces (3) and (3’). Two impinging jets (2) and (2’) 

generate a synthetic jet that proceeds straight if the streams have 

equal momentums, or adheres to the Coanda surface on the side 

of the stream with higher momentum. The direction of the 

synthetic jet depends on the momentums of the two jets. Control 

and stability are increased by Dielectric Barrier Discharge 

(DBD) installation [31]. The architecture fits with electric 

propulsion and subsonic aircrafts (Mach 0÷0.5).  

ACHEON produced a large impact on the activity about 

modelling Coanda Effect [32-34], about modelling Coanda 

effect in presence of multiple streams [35-43], the potential of 

Dielectric Barrier Discharge [41-43], and application of the 

nozzle in aircraft propulsion, including existing aircraft 

architectures [44-47]. ACHEON has demonstrated very good 

characteristic in terms both of reduction of energy needs and 

take off and landing spaces equivalent to the one that can be 

reached by propelled wing systems.  

ENERGY MODEL OF AN HELICOPTER                                                   
The main advantage of helicopter with respect to any other 

possible competitor is the operative flexibility and general 

robustness. None of the analyzed alternative solutions to 

helicopters can emulate helicopters and their flexibility. The one 

that can replicate better the behaviour of helicopter during 

operation is certainly the cyclorotor configuration. The 
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propelled wing based architectures presents different 

behaviours and different laws of motion and they cannot reply 

some helicopters manoeuvres such as hovering and reverse 

flight.  Considering the equilibrium of a helicopter moving on a 

vertical plane, it is possible to express a simplified expression 

of the equilibrium of the helicopters in a general case:  
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Those equations allow studying the flight motion of a 

helicopter on a 2D vertical plane. According to Figure 1, it is 

possible to describe different flight conditions (Appendix 1). 

Wood [1] and Zuang [47] have developed helicopters energetic 

flight models of a helicopter. A measure of the energy state of a 

helicopter at any altitude airspeed-RPM combination can be 

expressed as: 

22

2

1

2

1
Ω++= rImghmVE  (5) 

The last term of the above equation is the kinetic energy of 

the rotor. Since most helicopters normally operate at almost 

constant RPM, the rotor energy has been assumed constant for 

this study. By deriving equation (5) with respect to time, it is 

possible to express the power equation:  

dt

dh
mg

dt

dV
mV

dt

dE
P +==∆  (6) 

According to Zuang [47], the rotor power required in 

forward flight is given by the sum of parasite power, induced 

power, rotor blade profile power, compressibility power, stall 

power, and climb power. 

ycdivc

ixfrotreq

mgVtt

MMMR

RbcRTVVAP

+−+

+∆−∆−∆Ω+

+Ω+++=

)(

)]11.0022.0(0033.0[

)()6.41(125.0
2

1

5.1

353

323
,

κ

πρ

ρµδρ

 (7) 

Power can be expressed by the simplified equations by 

McCormick [48] for horizontal flight. 
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and for vertical flight 









⋅⋅⋅+⋅= ytyDyy VACmgVP ρ,

2

1 . (9) 

Total power is consequently  

yxtot +P=PP  (10) 

The total power required is obtained by rotor power and 

overall efficiency factor η is  

rotreqtotreq PP ,, ⋅= η . (11) 

OPTIMIZATION OF HELICOPTER EQUATIONS 
By equations (4) and equations (8) and (9), it is possible to 

produce a preliminary abstract optimization of a theoretical 

system that can act as according to those equations and then 

performing the same operations that a helicopter does. Starting 

from the optimization of the system of forces that may be 

produced by a hypothetical flying vehicle that can act as a 

helicopter it is immediate to observe that the best conditions are 

the ones that allow minimizing thrust or moment in any 

direction.  

Analysis of forces and moments 
Equation of rotation around vertical axis shows clearly that 

avoidance of the propulsion system with a vertical axis of 

rotation allows making null the rear rotor moment. Equation of 

rotation around z-axis shows that it can minimize thrust by an 

aerodynamic system that can grant an adequate momentum by 

mean of aerodynamic lift by wings or ailerons. A similar 

conclusion is obtained by the equation of vertical motion. The 

vertical thrust Ty = T cosφ lowers by both increasing the vertical 

lift by aerodynamic surfaces and lowering the vertical drag. The 

equation of horizontal motion shows that the minimization of 

horizontal thrust requires the minimization of horizontal drag.  

Energetic model 
Further analysis will relate to the energy analysis of the 

system. The power equation found in traditional bibliography, 

which have been cited in the preceding paragraph, can be 

improved by a more accurate analysis according to Trancossi 

[4, 9, and 10]. 

 
Figure 12. Energy dissipations in a helicopter  

Figure 12 shows energy losses for the moving vehicle. A 

schema of the powertrain indicating the different losses is 

provided in Figure 2. Losses depend on the flight condition in 

which the helicopter operates.  

For simplicity, the model will be developed neglecting 

minor energy components and assuming that vertical lift force is 

mostly produced by propulsion and not by aerodynamic 

appendices. Applying this model to the helicopter, it is evident 

that the energy components that have to be considered are more 

complex with respect to other transport modes. They are: 
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The evaluation of exergy needs for moving can be 

performed by equation (12) 
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Equation (12) can be divided into two equations, one 

related to the vehicle and one to the payload:  
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It can be also possible to write express energy losses of 

engine and power train:  

Powertrainstandbyenginefuelvehicle LLLExEx −−−=  (15) 

Equations (12), (13) and (14) allow analysing the 

performances in service conditions during operations of the 

vehicle. In particular, equation (13) and (14) allows expressing 

the energy consumption required for moving the vehicle and the 

payload.  

Energy optimization 
The above model allows an effective energetic optimization 

of a vehicle that virtually can operate according to the same 

physical laws that applies to a helicopter. By the preliminary 

evaluations made on forces and moments it can be possible to 

perform a preliminary minimization of the terms that appear in 

the energy balance: 
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It simplifies during horizontal flight:  
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Equation (16) can describes the system behaviour of a 

vehicle during horizontal flight and lift operations. It could not 

describe the energy equilibrium during vertical lift and during 

hovering. Those operations can be described by equation (17) 
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It is necessary to consider the component that relates to 

horizontal drag, because it is not frequent to be in the condition 

of ideal calm air. However, this component can be neglected 

with very low airspeeds around the vehicle.  

Preliminary analysis  
It is evident by the above considerations that helicopter is 

the less energy efficient among the above-considered propulsion 

systems and vehicles at least in horizontal flight. It is also 

evident that none of the possible solution seen before allows 

replicating helicopter operations, at least is they are used in 

known configurations, with the only exception of tilting rotors 

and cyclorotoidal propulsion.  

Tilting rotors, even if they seem growing, present large 

safety related problems, stability problems and has 

demonstrated diffused operative limitations. Cyclorotoidal 

propellers ensure an effective replication of typical manoeuvres 

that helicopters can do such as inversion of direction and static 

hovering. Otherwise the fragility of this system or the necessity 

of increasing dimensions and weights to avoid this problem 

could constitute a dangerous showstopper, which can delay or 

making impossible its implementation on the aircrafts. In 

particular, the necessity to work at low speeds to reduce the 

fatigue effects and vibrations is a potential problem for its 

competitiveness with respect to propelled wings. On the other 

side today known designs of propelled wings and Magnus effect 

enhancers ensure high affordability but could not emulate the 

operative flexibility of helicopters. Other systems, such as jet 

wing discharge systems, have the same limitations of propelled 

wings. ACHEON is instead just a nozzle, which can have large 

benefits on vehicle manoeuvrability and reduction of take off, 

and landing spaces, but it has not the capability of being itself a 

system with the capability of emulating helicopters. An effective 

future solution that can emulate helicopter flexibility and 

operative capability needs designing new solutions by scratch 

which can resemble known technologies in a specific way that 

can ensure the required operative results with a much higher 

energy efficiency with respect to helicopters over the entire 

lifecycle.  

Any optimized solution must respond to the optimized 

equations (12), (13) and (14) in any flight conditions. To allow 

a preliminary conceptual design of such a vehicle, if it is 

possible, it is necessary to start from considering the optimized 

forces and energy conditions that it must satisfy over different 

flight condition and missions.  Those conditions in terms of 

force can be represented conceptually on a preliminary diagram 

and then they can be considered by an accurate operative and 

energetic analysis. The schematization of optimal force 

condition is represented in Figure  
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Figure 13. Representation of the forces acting on the 

ideal vehicle: (a) vertical upward movement; (b) 

vertical downward movement; (c) horizontal 

movement; (d) horizontal backward movement. 

  
Looking at the conditions that have been represented into 

Figure 13, it is clear that hovering in calm air can be 

represented by (a) and (b) with Dx=Tx=0. It is also evident that 

ideal condition correspond to a null distance between Ly and W.   

Any system which satisfy those conditions must have a 

symmetric distribution of loads during horizontal flight 

including aerodynamic ones (lift Ly). In particular, during 

stationary hovering in calm air it must have only a vertical 

component of forces. It is then clear that none of the propulsion 

concepts presented can satisfy this condition.  

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS  
Considering that traditional wing have lift over drag ratios 

in the area of 5 to 7, propelled wings can reach by the induced 

increase of the velocity in the higher part of the wing, higher 

attraction effect on surrounding fluid and Coanda adhesion 

values of lift over drag that overcome 13 also at very low 

velocities. The ideal solution to the problem could then be a 

complete redesign of actual propelled wings and of actual 

propelled wing powered aircrafts to meet the above 

performance parameters without significant losses in term of 

performances. In particular a more flexible propelled wing 

concept that can work with pass-through fans but also other 

propulsion systems is expected to be produced. This solution, if 

could be found could be the more advanced one in this direction 

which have been ever seen and in particular the only one that 

could really outclass the operational flexibility of helicopters 

with much higher performances with respect to any existing 

solution.  

A REVERSIBLE SYMMETRIC PROPELLED WING 

CONCEPT 
Taking into consideration the results obtained by Bejan [49, 

50] the design of the proposed quad rotor can be further 

optimized ensuring a better flow of air and a better positioning 

of the rear rotors which still presents some operative limitations, 

because they are disturbed by frontal ones. The conceptual 

design has been performed by an effective constructal 

optimization [51 - 53] of the system. It is then necessary to 

consider each subsystem defining the components that allow 

reaching the best system performance on the selected quantities.  

The above analysis has produced an effective design of an 

innovative breakthrough aircraft, which has innovative features 

such as a symmetric shape with symmetric wings and 

propulsion fitted inside the wings. The energetic model of the 

system shows clearly that weight is the critical element that 

conditions the performance of the system both in terms of 

absolute performances and in terms of energetic performances 

that means capability of maintaining the system in flight. Such 

considerations force to choose the components assuming the 

weight for performances as the main criteria for dimensioning.  

This system allows producing the aircraft design, which is 

presented in Figure 14. This new propelled wing concept is 

symmetric with respect a vertical axis and has two symmetric 

openings on the top surface, which can act alternatively as air 

inlet or outlet of the propulsion system, depending on the 

direction of motion. It is characterized by having propulsion 

with air intake and outlet in the upper part of the wing. Figure 

15 shows the behaviour of the wing showing velocity and 

pressure behaviour with respect to the one of the same shaped 

wing without inlet and outlet. .  

 
Figure 14. Propelled wing and core parts 

 

It is expected that the above wing configuration can take 

advantage of different propulsion methods that ensure the 

possibility of reversible inversion.  
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Figure 15. Theoretically expected behaviour as a 

function of the position.  
 

The inversion can be ensured by both a reversible 

propulsion system (counter rotating fans, variable pitch fans, 

pass-through fans, etc.) and fluiddynamic systems that allows 

inverting the direction of aspiration and propulsion of any 

traditional system, which is capable of producing a 

fluiddynamic thrust. From Figure 15, it is evident that the wing 

can be modelled in order to reach a lift, which is much higher 

with respect to the one that is produced by the same wing. 

 

 
Figure 16. Preliminary conceptual design of the 

aircraft 
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Figure 17. Fight modes 
It is evident that if two identical wings of this kind are 

placed on a fuselage (Figure 16) they can ensure forward flight 

by using the propulsion in the same direction (Figure 17/a), can 

invert the direction of flight by reducing the speed and inverting 

the direction of the thrust on both wings (Figure 17/b). Static 

hovering require that the wings have opposite propulsive 

directions with same magnitude, when they are in calm air 

(Figure 17/c) or in the way to produce a difference in thrust that 

allows facing the action of the wind (Figure 17/d).  

NUMERICAL VERIFICATION OF THE HYPOTHESIS  
From Figure 15, it is evident that the wing can be modelled 

in order to reach a lift, which is much higher with respect to the 

one that is produced by the same wing. A large CFD campaign 

has been produced to evaluate the benefits of the proposed 

propelled wing. Tested sample geometry has been presented in 

Figure 18. The problem has been approached by two CFD 

codes: Ansys Fluent [54], figures 19 and 20, and EasyCFD [55], 

figures 21 and 22.  

 

 
Figure 18. Tested sample geometry 
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Figure 19. Mesh used by Ansys Fluent 

 

 
Figure 20. Sample of the mesh realized by Gambit 

using Boundary Layer  
 

 
Figure 21. Quad unstructured mesh realized by 

EasyCFD 

 
Figure 22. Clean quad mesh realized by EasyCFD 

Conditions for CFD analysis 
The following conditions have been defined for CFD analysis: 
1. P = Patm (0 m) = 101325 Pa 

2. V0 = 2.5; 5; 10; 15 m/s 

3. Turbulence models used:  

Spalart-Almaras (for preliminary tests) 

kΩ-SST (for accurate testing) 

4. propulsion mass flow inlet is equal to outlet.  

Mesh convergence analysis 
Convergence analysis had to be different between the two 

codes. It has been developed by starting from a common  basis 

even if different mesh accuracies has allowed to reach an 

effective convergence for the two codes, because of the 

different nature of the meshes. The main reference for this 

analysis has been the Policy Statement by ASME Journal of 

Fluid Mechanics [56]. The specific nature of the problem that 

involves Coanda adhesion, fluid attraction and aerodynamic 

drag and lift has forced to a deeper investigation, by 

considering a wide set of supplementary sources [57-60].  

The following procedure describes the adopted grid 

convergence study. The flow field is computed on different 

grids, each with increasing number of grid points in 

the i and j coordinate directions as the previous grid. No 

analysis in k coordinate direction is necessary being a problem 

that can be described by a 2D grid, at least for a preliminary 

evaluation. The table below indicates the grid information and 

the resulting pressure recovery computed from the solutions.  

Because of using two different CFD codes, two 

convergence analyses have been realized, one for Fluent and 

one for Easy CFD. Each solution was properly converged with 

respect to iterations. The column indicated by "spacing" is the 

spacing normalized by the spacing of the finest grid on the 

propelled wing surface.  

Figure 23 shows the plot of pressure recoveries with 

varying grid dimensions. As the grid spacing reduces, the 

pressure recoveries approach an asymptotic zero-grid spacing 

value. It can be calculated the order of convergence, which 

results Lconv,Fluent=1.2055 or Lconv,EasyCFD=1.1012, which are 

lower than the theoretical order of convergence is Lth,conv=2.0.  
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Table 1. Convergence analysis 

Grid 

Normalized  

Grid 

Spacing 

Inlet 

air 

speed 

Propulsion 

induced 

air speeds 

Lift force 

(Fluent) 

Lift force 

(EasyCFD) 

 (mm) (m/s) (m/s) (N) (N) 

1 3 5 10 2.1952 2.1953 

2 6 5 10 2.1843 2.1843 

3 12 5 10 2.1601 2.1607 

Lift convergence ratio Lconv 1.2055 1.1013 

Theoretical lift Lrh 2.2043 2.2049 

Grid Convergence Index 

GCI1,2 (FS=1.25) 
0.5286% 0.5468% 

Grid Convergence Index 

GCI2,3 (FS=1.25) 
1.1550% 1.1790% 

 

 
f(x)=-0.0002*x̂ 2-0.0013*x+2.2011; R²=0.9999
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Figure 23. Graph of values used for fluent mesh 

convergence 
The difference is most likely due to grid stretching, grid 

quality, non-linearity in the solution, presence of shocks, 

turbulence modelling, and perhaps other factors. Richardson 

extrapolation using the two finest grids allow obtaining an 

estimate of the value of the Lift recovery at zero grid spacing, 

Lrh =  2.2043  

This value is also plotted on Figure 23.  

The grid convergence index for the fine grid solution can 

now be computed. A factor of safety is used since three grids 

were used to estimate p. The GCI for grids 1-2  and 2-3 are: 

GCI1,2 = 0.5286%  

GCI2,3 = 1.1550% 

We can now check that the solutions were in the asymptotic 

range of convergence, 

Fluent = 0.5286/(2
1.2055 

1.1550) = 2.1852. 

EasyCFD = 0.5468/(2
1.1013 

1.1790) = 2.1562. 

It means that the solutions are well within the asymptotic range 

of convergence.  

Based on this study it is possible to conclude that the 3 mm 

grid seems accurate enough and that Lth  ≅ 2.2 with an error 

band up to 1%. Then this grid dimension on the surface has 

been adopted for both the systems because it is completely 

acceptable for this preliminary evaluation.   

CFD results 
The results have been inline between the two numerical 

codes. It is important. Some samples of solution have been 

reported in figures (24) to (27). 

 

 
Figure 24. Sample of Velocities (Fluent) 

 

 
Figure 25. Sample of pressure (Fluent) 

 

 
Figure 26. Sample of Velocities (Easy CFD)  

 

The results appear interesting and for the specific wing they 

have reported in Figure 28 (Lift) and 29 (Drag).  

 

 
Figure 27. Sample of Pressure Mapping (Easy CFD) 

 

Several CFD simulations at different angles of attach have 

been produced also, with consistent increase in term of Lift. 

Evaluation of Lift and Drag variations with angle of attach is 

currently under development considering both the wing alone 

and the aircraft.   
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Figure 28. Lift at different air speeds (angle of attach 

equal to 0) 
 

 
Figure 29. Thrust - Drag at different air speeds (angle 

of attach equal to 0) 
Evaluation of the symmetric wing with the same profile has 

been necessary to produce comparable results with competitors 

such as FanWing. This case has been evaluated at different air 

speeds,  

 

The tested wing profile geometry is presented in Figure 30.  

 
Figure 30. Profile of traditional wing profile tested 

with velocity vectors. 
 

Plotting the ratio between Lift of the powered wing and 

corresponding wing results appears outstanding and they have 

been plotted in Figure 30.  
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Figure 31. Ratio between propelled wing and 

corresponding wing profile 
 

The results in figure 31 show clearly a very high increase in 

lift at very low speed that is the main capability that this wing 

ensures. It also shows that the gain increases with the propulsive 

kinetic energy that the propelling system can ensure to the air. It 

then states that propelling wing system are much more 

performing when coupled with high speed propulsion systems. 

It also shows that at the same propulsion air speeds the 

advantages reduce with increasing external air speeds. 

ENERGY BALANCE 
The obtained results allow producing an effective energy 

balance of the same vehicle against a helicopter in different 

flight conditions. Vehicles compared are a traditional helicopter 

with high performances and a symmetric wing aircraft. The 

comparison has been produced at Small UAV scale. Data about 

the two vehicles are reported in Table 2. Table 3 reports the key 

components of the symmetric wing UAS according to the 

preliminary design presented in Figure 16 and 17.  

 

Table 2. Technical specification of vehicles 

 units Helicopter Symmetric 

wing 

Length mm 750 1200 

Width mm 246 1200 

Height mm 430 350 

Main Blade Length mm 400 - 

Main Rotor Diameter mm 950 - 

Flying Weight Approx kg  2.75 2.75 

Payload  kg 0.5 0.5 

 

After an accurate evaluation it has been identified a 

material for the aircraft body. It is high quality Depron [20, 21] 

with a density of 40 kg/m³, compressive strength 0.10 MPa 

(compression 10°) and a tensile stress of 1.30 MPa in main 

direction and 0.70 MPa in transversal direction. High quality 

ABS injection grade (density 1.05 kg/dm3) can be used for 

minor parts with low structural loads. Similar weights can be 
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easily assumed by carbon fibres components, which could allow 

higher resistance but has higher costs.   

 

Table 3. Technical data and weights for symmetric 

wing design.  

Unitary 

mass 
Num. 

Total 

mass Component 

g - g 

Structure 540 1 540 

Wing pass though fans 130 4 520 

Heli Motors 1555 rpm/(min Volt) 175 4 700 

35A Brushless Programmable ESC 

w/BEC Speed control 
13 4 52 

Receiver V8FR-II 2.4Ghz 8CH (HV)  10 1 10 

LiPo Battery 25C 7800mAh 3-Cell/3S 

11.1V  
530 1 530 

Cabling and accessories 120 1 100 

Total mass 2352 

 

Energy balance is produced by considering equation (16) 

and (17). A reference profile mission is defined in Figure 32.  

0
.1

 k
m

0
.3

 k
m

 
Figure 32. Mission Profile 

 

Both helicopter and symmetric propelled wing aircraft have 

been assumed 2.75 kg at takeoff. The results from wind gallery 

testing and the estimation of the thrust of a single propeller 

allow an effective comparison with helicopter. Assuming the 

same climb speed (2.5 m/s differs in reason of the propeller 

areas.) and the same thrust nearly equal to weight, it is possible 

to verify that the propulsive efficiencies are quite different. 

Results for different flight condition can be reassumed in Table 

4. The values for helicopter in table 4 have been evaluated 

according to the equations in Annex 1, equation (15) and (16). 

They clearly appear inline with Zuang [6]. Specific values, 

which can apply to the specific simplified version for propelled 

symmetric wing aircraft concept, have been evaluated according 

to CFD results and formula (15) and (16) in their simplified 

forms. Propulsion system has been evaluated assuming losses in 

terms of electrical energy of 5% for helicopters and 10% for 

symmetric propelled wing aircraft.  

Results allow demonstrating preliminarily the much higher 

energy efficiency of the proposed aircraft concept even in a 

mission profile with important hovering and vertical flight 

operations.  

 

Table 4. Comparison of extimated energy performances between a helicopter and a propelled wing aircraft 

Helicopter Propelled wing 
 Air speed Lenght 

Height  

change 
Time 

Power Energy  Power Energy  

  (m/s) (m) (m) (s) (W) (kJ) (W) (kJ) 

Vertical take off P0-1 5 100 100 20.0 1750 35.0 2950 59.0 

Horizontal flight P1-2 10 500 0 50.0 1300 65.0 450 22.5 

Climb P2-3 15 772.5 200 51.5 1400 72.1 500 25.8 

Horizontal Flight P3-4 15 3000 0 200.0 1300 260.0 450 90.0 

Hovering P4 0 0 0 30.0 1750 52.5 2950 88.5 

Descent P4-5 15 772.5 -200 51.5 1400 72.1 500 25.8 

Horizontal flight P2-4 10 500 0 50.0 1300 65.0 450 22.5 

Vertical landing P0-3 5 100 -100 20.0 1750 35.0 2950 59.0 

Average values   12.1    1388  831  

Total significant values    5745 0 473  656.7  393.0 

 

CONCLUSIONS  
After a general presentation of the competitors of 

helicopters and their pro and contra with respect to helicopter, 

this paper has analyzed the genesis of a new aircraft concept 

that aims to rival against helicopter by an effective energy 

analysis of the operations of the helicopter. The results has been 

a breakthrough aircraft concept which take advantage of a an 

innovative propelled wing. This wing is based on a 

revolutionary concept and a symmetric shape, which allow 

having a reversible behaviour. This concept has been explored 

by a preliminary CFD activity, even if rigorous which ha 

allowed determining the performances for a unitary length one 

in terms of horizontal and vertical thrust, showing very high 
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over-lift possible even at very low speeds. It has been explored 

its performance in the range of very low speeds (airspeeds from 

2.5 to 15 m/s) that is outside the traditional speed-range of 

aircrafts.  By the obtained results it has been clearly possible to 

explore the superior energy performances of this aircraft at 

small UAS scale. It clearly demonstrates the superior energetic 

performance of this aircraft concept in small-scale size, with 

respect to the helicopter. Considering the assumed mission 

profiles that includes vertical take off, landing, and hovering, it 

has been possible to demonstrate a theoretical reduction with 

respect to helicopter around 40%.  

The breakthrough propulsion concept and the internal 

architecture of the wing, which are a fundamental part of this 

innovative propelled wing concept cannot be disclosed at this 

level because of patenting related issues.  
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